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PEOPLE OFTEN THINK THAT CHANGING THEIR 
UNWANTED BEHAVIOUR IS AN ARDUOUS AND 
SOMETIMES SEEMINGLY IMPOSSIBLE PROCESS. 
AS A RESULT PEOPLE BECOME IDENTIFIED BY 
THESE UNWANTED BEHAVIOURS AND RESIGN 
THEMSELVES TO THINKING “THIS IS WHO I AM”.  
THE REALITY IS THERE ARE ONLY THREE SIMPLE 
STEPS REQUIRED FOR BEHAVIOUR CHANGE TO 
OCCUR. 

But first, let’s discuss what behaviour is. Many people 
associate the word behaviour to “unwanted actions” such 
as “being naughty” or other similar negative meanings. 
The reality is we are all using behaviours all day every 
day. Behaviour is simply anything a person

– Does

– Says

– Thinks

– Feels

Whenever we are doing, saying, thinking or feeling 
something we would prefer not to, we can simply say 
“I am using a behaviour I would like to know how to 
change”.

You must also understand that wanted behaviours and 
unwanted behaviours cannot exist at exactly the same 
time. Thus, the more time we spend using wanted 
behaviours, the less time we have using unwanted 
behaviours. Putting it mathematically, our goal will be to:

INCREASE OUR USE OF WANTED BEHAVIOURS
WHICH WILL IN TURN

LEAVE LESS TIME AVAILABLE FOR UNWANTED  
BEHAVIOURS TO OCCUR

Lastly you must understand that successful behaviour 
change CANNOT occur unless we successfully understand 
the reason why the behaviour is occurring in the first 
place. That is, it must be understood that ALL BEHAVIOUR 
IS HAPPENING FOR A REASON. By acknowledging this 
reason, we are acknowledging that behaviour is not 
random and to successfully understand the reason, we 
must understand behaviour as a science. Do not judge 
behaviour; rather observe it as person’s communication 
tool… a communication tool to tell us “something is going 
they DO NOT feel equipped to manage”.

TO CHANGE BEHAVIOUR WE CAN FOLLOW  
3 SIMPLE STEPS:

Step 1: Listen to the body

•	Our body is our biggest communicator and will be 
the first sign to tell us we are experiencing a tension. 
Learning to listen to the body is a science in itself but 
one that is ignored by many people. Give credit to the 
body and listen to it as it will be your biggest support 
in truly changing your unwanted behaviours. 

•	A body free of tension is soft and relaxed. Anything 
that is NOT this means something is going on that the 
person is finding uncomfortable in some way.

•	Identify what a person’s body does to communicate 
they are experiencing something they do not feel 
equipped to manage … a Challenging Situation.

Step 2: Identify what is the Challenging Situation

•	What is it about the current situation that the person 
finds uncomfortable, difficult or challenging?

•	Micro analyse to find the real challenge – sometimes 
it’s just the smallest of triggers

•	What is it about this situation that a person does feel 
completely equipped to manage … they don’t feel like 
they have the skills to completely support them

Step 3: What new skills can be taught & learnt?

•	What skill is needed so the person can self-master the 
identified challenging situation?

•	Once the new skill has been learnt and is being used 
the person will feel equipped to manage the original 
challenging situation (thus no longer needs the use of 
the old unwanted behaviours).

Behaviour Change is simply about supporting people to 
develop the skills to manage the tensions in life they 
currently DO feel equipped to manage

This is relevant for ALL people and ALL unwanted 
behaviours, Children - Teenagers - Adults 
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FABIC Director: Tanya Curtis leads a team of psychologists who all employ the  
unique fabic methodology based on supporting people to understand & change unwanted behaviour  
For general enquiries email info@fabic.com.au or call 07 5530 5099  
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We support adults – teenagers – children – organisations & workplaces

Depression – Anxiety – Anger Management – Aspergers – Autism Spectrum Disorder 
– Parenting Skills – Social Skills & any unwanted behaviour!

Clinical consultations – workshops – behaviour change products created by  
Tanya Curtis (DVD’s, books, posters)

Medicare Rebates – HCWA – BSCD – Private Health Cover

You & I will always be...

an awesome, amazing 
loveable being

Send us your questions on children's 
behaviour to  
editor@havenmagazine.com.au and put 
Kids' Behaviour in the subject line
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